
LUCY is a training platform and product for the simulation of realistic Internet attacks and IT-system checks

Superior employee awareness available thanks to the partnership between LUCY
Security AG and HvS-Consulting AG

The benefits at a glance:

· First-class IS-FOX training videos now available on the LUCY Server
· Integration of third-party content using the open LUCY software
· Integrated third-party content for free or for a fee

Zug – September 19th, 2018 – Trough a partnership with HvS-Consulting, the leading
German provider of awareness-raising videos, LUCY Server's customers get the
opportunity to use additional first-class training content. Through this supplementary
content, it is easy to achieve an even better employee awareness in terms of cyber
security.

"HvS-Consulting AG is a partner known far beyond the German borders for their multilingual IS-
FOX training videos. This new business relationship will provide our LUCY customers all over the
globe with an additional selection of excellent Awareness Training Content available in our
standard product. We are very happy to have established this partnership," says LUCY co-
founder Oliver Münchow.

"Cyber security is our mission, and the huge demand in the market shows how important
sensitization is. In LUCY Security, we have found a partner that positively complements our
portfolio with its Phishing Platform and Awareness Software. Further on, this partnership gives
us the opportunity to offer our highly successful, multilingual awareness-raising videos across
national borders," says Frank v. Stetten, Managing Director of HvS-Consulting AG.

About HvS-Consulting AG - Competence in Cyber Security: The HvS-Consulting AG
advises corporations and SMEs around the topic of cyber security since 2002. Their core
competencies include ISO 27001 Information Security Management, industrial espionage
prevention, Advanced Persistent Threat Detection, penetration testing, as well as employee
awareness for information security and data protection. Under the brand IS-FOX [1] they offer
web-based training, video clips for employee awareness, and security software, among other
things. HvS-Consulting is a member of the Alliance for Cyber Security and is in constant
exchange with national security authorities on cyber security topics.

About LUCY Security: The LUCY Cybercrime Prevention Server is utilized for the simulation of
social engineering attacks and can be used universally – from SMEs to large customers. The
product can be installed directly on the customer's premises, though a cloud version is also
available. The Swiss solution provides hundreds of pre-configured phishing templates, training
modules, and third-party training content [2], which can be used by the end customer
independently. With the "Phishing Incident Plug-in" for Microsoft Outlook the user can raise
the alarm in case they suspect an attack. LUCY’s “Threat Analyzer" will automatically evaluate
and risk-score suspected phishing attack emails, saving valuable time for the security team.
The product is currently installed on more than 6000 servers, in over 60 countries. Certified
Eco-System partners in 12 countries complement the LUCY software with their value-added
services.
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The product is offered in the Freemium model: The free Community Edition is suitable for
SMEs with up to 50 employees. The commercial Starter Edition costs USD 680 and – unusual
for the industry – unlimited licenses are available from USD 3400. The price of the newly
integrated Awareness Videos from IS-FOX would depend on the size of the targeted audience.

For more information please contact Palo Stacho palo@lucysecurity.com | +41 79 301 78 10

LUCY Security AG, Chamerstrasse 44, CH-6300 Zug, Switzerland, +41 44 557 19 37
LUCY Security Inc, 106 E. Sixth Street, Austin TX 78701, USA, 512-917-9180

[1] https://www.is-fox.com/
[2] https://www.lucysecurity.com/en/products/custom-videos/
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